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Vantage Overview
Established in 1974, Vantage Human Resource Services, Inc. (Vantage) provides employee and organizational development services 
primarily to the public sector. Vantage, a Veteran- and Minority-Owned Small Business, has provided support to more than 40 federal 
government agencies encompassing hundreds of projects, which includes operations at 26 federal government sites in 22 states and 
the District of Columbia.

Vantage’s core business capabilities cover a range of services that are critical to the success of client organizational programs as well 
as workforce development. As of the latest update of this guide in 2019, the Vantage Team has provided professional development 
and training support, programmatic administrative support, human resource services support, leadership coaching and training, 
career coaching and career development training, and organizational development support to more than 350,000 federal
employees nationwide. 

Vantage is comprised of a diverse team that includes consultants, facilitators, coaches, counselors, analysts, project managers, 
technical specialists, and trainers focused on improving organizational performance and workforce development programs. Vantage‘s 
long-term success is attributable to the fact that Vantage is Committed to Excellence. This is not just a tag line; to our team members, 
it is a professional way of life. Vantage focuses on helping clients develop their respective work forces and organizational programs at 
a high level. Vantage has worked continuously with clients over the years providing direct support to employees, organizations, 
projects, and programs in the form of:

• Needs assessments
• Workplace climate surveys
• Meeting facilitation
• Organizational development consulting
• Leadership development consulting and training
• Professional development consulting and training
• Executive/leadership coaching
• Technical assistance
• Product development
• Communications/interpersonal skill development
• Project and program management
• An assortment of unique and specialized tasks based on our client’s needs
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Navigating the Vantage Products and Services Guide
This guide provides a complete catalog of individual training courses offered as well as an explanation of how Vantage delivers training. 
Other core services include coaching, counseling, consultation, facilitation, and project/program management. 

With over 45 years of corporate experience, Vantage project teams have worked with all organizational levels including executives, 
managers, first-line supervisors, program managers, project managers, and administrative and technical staff. The major sections of this 
guide coincide with the core capabilities the Vantage team has developed through our collective experience. These capabilities include:

• Training Services – including curriculum design, course development, 
   training delivery, and level one training evaluation
• Leadership Development – including needs assessments, design and 
   development of professional leadership development programs; 
   development and delivery of leadership training courses, executive 
   coaching, leadership coaching, expert consultation, and project 
   management of client leadership programs
• Career Development – including needs assessments, design and 
   development of career development programs; development and 
   delivery of leadership training courses, career coaching, career 
   counseling, expert consultation, and project management of client 
   leadership programs
• Organizational Development – including expert consultation, needs 
   assessment, program evaluation, change management, strategic 
   planning, group process facilitation, and leveraging our other core 
   capabilities to deliver the solutions Vantage recommends to clients
• Coaching – including executive coaching, leadership coaching, career 
   coaching, and life coaching (coaching can be delivered in a stand-alone 
   mode or integrated into our other capabilities above)

Whether training, coaching, providing career development or organizational 
development services, Vantage is Committed to Excellence.
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Contracting Information
Vantage maintains a current list of our Multiple Award Schedules (MAS) and Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contracts on 
our website www.vantagehrs.com. 

Current and prospective clients may choose to access Vantage’s services through any of the following methods:

• Posting competitive solicitations on our available MAS and IDIQ contracts
• Contacting us directly and requesting a bid; please email us at projects@vantagehrs.com. 
• Direct purchase using small purchase vehicles such as an SF-182 
   (REQUEST, AUTHORIZATION, AND CERTIFICATION OF TRAINING) or Government Purchase Card (GPC)
• Business-to-business contract

Pricing
Pricing information may be obtained from our designated points of contact listed in the Contacts section below. 

Contacts 
To begin the Vantage training experience, please contact any of the following:

Butch Wardlaw, President
703.899.7505   |   bwardlaw@vantagehrs.com

Susan Schoenberg, Director of Operations
703.629.2668   |   sschoenberg@vantagehrs.com

Project Management Mailbox: projects@vantagehrs.com

The Vantage Products & Services Guide
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Overview of Vantage Training Services
Vantage has an exceptionally strong training program that includes the ability to perform needs assessments, training program design, 
course development, training delivery, and evaluation. 

Vantage routinely conducts instructor-led training courses and develops training products for a variety of clients, having developed 
well over 1,000 training products and trained more than 150,000 client employees over the life of the company. The training courses 
offered in this product guide encompass:

• Leadership Development
• Supervisory and Management Skills
• Diversity in the Workplace
• Career Development
• Communications and Interpersonal Skills

Training Solutions
Vantage has experience delivering instructor-led training courses as developed (off-the-shelf) or slightly customized to instill specific 
requirements such as incorporating organizationally-relevant examples into the scenarios, role plays, and case studies. Vantage is also 
able to use off-the-shelf materials to develop highly-customized training courses and develop new training courses from the ground 
up. All Vantage training courses can be customized to meet client specific needs. Whether off-the-shelf, slightly customized, 
highly-customized, or completely new courses, the Vantage team stands ready to meet all training needs.  

The Vantage team follows state-of-the-industry methodologies which ensure courses that meet the highest standards in instructional 
design, course development, and delivery methods and techniques. Vantage's comprehensive approach to training ensures 
instructional integrity that meets the needs of adult learners. 

Vantage can also work with clients to build a customized training program that addresses long-term training solutions for their entire 
workforce. All Vantage’s courses are interactive, audience-centered, based on content that addresses the art and science of the topic 
at hand, and full of practical exercises and activities. Vantage courses may be delivered in both classroom and webinar formats.

Vantage is committed to working with clients to meet their organization’s training needs.
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SECTION A – LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Vantage’s Leadership Development workshops cover a variety of topics designed to develop a leader as a total person. Whether 
working with senior leaders or aspiring leaders, Vantage is committed to developing leaders who help their organizations achieve 
excellence. All of our workshops provide participants with tools and skills to utilize on the job and at home. Vantage believes 
developing a leader as a total person is key to mission success and organizational prosperity.
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Strategic Planning 
• Effective Leadership

CRITICAL THINKING FOR PROBLEM SOLVING
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Critical Thinking is one of the fundamental skills desired for both 
managers and staff of any organization. How do we think? 
How well do we think? Effective critical thinking skills include:

• Planning
• Problem solving
• Mission execution
• Personnel recruitment and retention
• Developing strategic communications
• Enhancing the working environment

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Apply enhanced critical thinking skills
• Understand how they think
• Understand critical thinking strategies and tools

At the completion of the workshop, participants should be able 
to assist the operational effectiveness and efficiency within their 
respective organizations.

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Inference observation assessment
2. Understanding the basic elements of effective critical thinking
3. Thinking about thinking
4. Understanding how you think
5. Clear thinking – communicator vs. receiver
6. Understanding critical thinking strategy/tools
7. Application practicum – instructions and questions
8. Defining the problem focus – the preliminary stage
9. Executing the problem to solution – the execution stage

10. Wrap up
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EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This workshop is designed to enable leaders to expand their understanding about themselves as leaders and to apply this 
understanding to enhance their development and skills as a leader in multiple settings. The workshop is designed with practicality in 
mind, using hands-on exercises throughout.

At the completion of this course participants should understand:
• The distinction between leadership and management
• The distinction between transactional and transformational leadership
• The five practices of exemplary leadership
• Leadership skills
• The various leadership styles
• How to determine optimum leadership style
• The nature and role of emotional intelligence in leadership
• The nature and role of situational leadership
• Specific leadership skills appropriate to specific situations

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Leadership Seminar
• Leadership Seminar II

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Leadership characteristics
2. Leadership skills and styles
3. Emotional intelligence
4. Situational leadership
5. Leadership skills inventory
6. Emotional intelligence assessment
7. Applying leadership scenarios
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Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Leadership Seminar
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building 
• Motivating Others
• Team Development

LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This workshop focuses on leadership with the emphasis that leadership 
occurs at all levels of an organization. The seminar provides a solid 
foundation of leadership philosophies, models, and styles as well as 
effective leadership tools. It looks at and creates understanding around 
vision and mission, promoting organizational values, and contributing to 
the overall culture. The seminar also examines understanding, embracing 
and mastering organizational strategy; understanding specific 
organizational leadership challenges; understanding policy, procedures, 
and methods; engaging in thoughtful actions to support a performance 
culture; and engaging in the practice of leading change.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Understand and discuss at least two of the most recognized 
   leadership philosophies
• Understand and discuss at least two effective models for leadership
• Understand and discuss at least two effective leadership styles
• Discuss the various leadership paths of their organizations
• Apply the knowledge gained from foundational leadership 
   curriculum to their current work situations

At the completion of the workshop, participants should be able to 
assist the operational effectiveness and efficiency within their 
respective organizations.

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Foundations of leadership
2. Leadership and management
3. Leadership philosophies, models, and styles
4. Exercise – participants reflect upon and then 
    explain the leadership philosophy and style(s) 
    that they want to use (or emulate) as a leader
5. Leadership competencies
6. The connection between leadership and 
    organizational strategy
7. Discuss the leadership journey
8. Multiple individual and group exercises
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Leadership Seminar
• Effective Leadership

LEADERSHIP SEMINAR II FOR EXPERIENCED LEADERS
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Leadership Seminar II is for experienced leaders who aspire to achieve 
higher levels of leadership responsibility. The curriculum is focused on 
preparing participants for senior leadership and executive positions. 
Leadership Seminar II consists of an introduction and five modules.

Upon completion of this workshop, participants will be able to:
• Identify areas for growth and strengthen leadership skills 
   through self-assessment
• Exhibit an increased awareness of leadership challenges 
   throughout the organization
• Discuss what it takes to grow executive leaders at the organization
• Complete the Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) and draw 
   conclusions about an individual’s motivational value system, conflict 
   sequence, and personal strengths*
• Interpret organizational leadership needs
• Identify the challenges of executive leadership
• Determine the importance of vision in effective leadership
• Examine and discuss lessons learned from successful leaders

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Introduction
2. Relationship awareness and the SDI*
3. Advanced leadership skills
4. Leadership philosophy and styles
5. Individual exercise
6. Panel discussion

*There will be an additional fee for including the assessment with the course.
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Communications
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• Motivating Your Employees

MOTIVATING OTHERS AND TEAM PERFORMANCE
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Motivation is a critical component of the productivity of organizations, groups, teams, and other working units. This course is designed 
to provide leaders with the skills and knowledge to create environments in which teams are highly motivated to perform.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Apply strategies to motivate staff and build a positive 
   teamwork environment
• Identify performance motivators and examine appropriate 
   motivational strategies
• Select appropriate motivational strategies during 
   scenario-based exercises
• Discuss the role of motivating others as part of the 
   development of high-performing teams
• Discuss techniques for motivating others in times of change

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Motivation defined
2. What motivates people in their work environment
3. Motivational theory
4. Understanding how supervisors motivate employees
5. What workers want from their jobs
6. Motivational strategies
7. Motivating others in times of change
8. Complete and interpret the FIRO-B assessment instrument*
9. The power of teams

10. The five team dysfunctions
11. Assessing your team
12. Final team exercise

*There will be an additional fee for including the assessment with the course.
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Critical Thinking for 
   Problem Solving

STRATEGIC PLANNING
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This workshop is designed to help participants understand strategic planning and the strategic planning process. Topics addressed 
include the importance of strategic planning to long-term success; definitions of critical terms; considerations and methods for 
ensuring alignment and buy-in throughout the organization; strategic planning steps; understanding the relationship among vision, 
mission, goals, and objectives; ideas for developing action plans to accomplish goals and objectives; and methods for monitoring 
the success of a strategic plan. The most important features of the course are 1) the opportunity for participants to engage in 
interactive discussion of the various facets of strategic planning; and 2) the time allocated to explore ways to adapt the materials in 
this course to what works best for their organization and unique situations. Workshop materials include plenty of examples of 
effective strategic plans. 

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Understand the importance of strategic planning to 
   long-term success
• Discuss and apply the strategic planning process
• Analyze the effectiveness of strategic plans
• Develop a draft annotated outline for a strategic plan

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. The importance of strategic planning
2. Definitions and key terms
3. Maintaining strategic alignment throughout an organization
4. The strategic planning processes
5. The relationship between vision, mission, goals, and objectives
6. Ways to bring your strategic plan to life and keep it fresh
7. Examples and lessons of selected strategic planning efforts
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• When Values Differ: 
   Diversity and Team 
   Effectiveness
• Motivating Others and 
   Team Performance

INDESTRUCTIBLE LEADERS 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This workshop is designed to help participants tackle overwhelming situations both in work and life by using tools forged from Stoicism. 
The course shows participants how to use stoic tools when dealing with disruption and high-stress projects and customers. 

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Quickly move through obstacles by learning how to invest in what they can control and ignore what they can’t
• Gain focus and develop nerves of steel in the midst of emergencies and chaos
• Find and utilize their stress sweet spot to become more productive than ever before
• Help their staff to stop criticizing company leadership, its decisions, and its motives
• Eliminate poor decisions and decision-paralysis by communicating to the only part of the brain hard-wired to decide, act, and change
• Learn how to accelerate reinvention by appropriately using recognition and reward

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. What is an indestructible leader?
2. Define Stoicism
3. What are stoic/indestructible tools
4. Applying tools in your life
5. Real work applications
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LEADERSHIP TALKS
Vantage offers high quality speakers who deliver a variety of relevant talks on a range of leadership-related topics. With more than 
12 years’ experience providing leadership related talks, to a variety of clients, the Vantage team welcomes the opportunity to select 
the right speaker for your organization. At Vantage, we are excited about scheduling a speaker just for your team who will inspire and 
inform your workforce.
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SECTION B – SUPERVISORY AND MANAGEMENT SKILLS
Vantage understands that organizations need both managers and leaders to succeed. Developing both requires an understanding of 
the critical role that both leaders and managers play in day-to-day operations. 

Management and leadership must go hand in hand. They are not the same thing. But they are necessarily linked, and complementary. 
Any effort to separate the two is likely to cause more problems than it solves. The manager’s job is to plan, organize and coordinate. 
The leader’s job is to inspire and motivate. 

— Adapted from the Wall Street Journal How-to Guide on Leadership
http://guides.wsj.com/management/developing-a-leadership-style/

what-is-the-difference-between-management-and-leadership/

In his Harvard Business Review article, “Managers and Leaders: Are They Different?” Abraham Zaleznik, noted expert on leadership 
and management, wrote that the difference between managers and leaders lies in the conceptions they hold, deep in their psyches, 
of chaos and order. Managers embrace process, seek stability and control, and instinctively try to resolve problems 
quickly—sometimes before they fully understand a problem’s significance. Leaders, in contrast, tolerate chaos and lack of structure 
and are willing to delay closure in order to understand the issues more fully. 

Complementing the Leadership Development selections in Section I, Vantage offers a full suite of courses on supervisory and 
management skills to round out an organizational training program.
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Class Size
• 24 participants 

Related Courses
• Leadership Seminar
• Team Building
• Guiding Your Career

ARE YOU READY TO BE A SUPERVISOR?
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course is intended for individuals who are considering a move into 
supervisory positions. It is designed to equip participants with a basic 
understanding of what supervisors do and what is involved in the 
transition to a supervisory role.

Upon completion of this course, participants will understand: 
• What supervisors do
• Why supervision is important
• The role of first-line supervisors
• The challenges of transitioning from peer to supervisor
• Typical tasks performed by supervisors
• The basics of team leadership

 

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. What’s so important about a first-line 
    supervisor position
2. Difficulty of transitioning to supervision
3. Do you want to become a supervisor?
4. Attributes of good supervisors
5. Core supervisory principles
6. Key challenges for new supervisors
7. Optional supervisory assessment tool
8. Building relationships
9. Situational leadership

10. Improving your diagnostic and adaptive skills
11. Developing effective teams
12. Types of teams
13. Stages of team/group development
14. Managing conflict
15. Final exercise
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Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses 
• Motivating Your Employees
• Effective Leadership
• Leadership Seminar

COACHING FOR SUPERVISORS
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course is designed to improve the essential skills supervisors need to 
enhance their ability to coach employees. By learning proper coaching 
techniques, supervisors and managers can raise the performance levels of 
their teams and increase value to the organization by building trust and 
solving problems. This course will:

• Help supervisors understand the importance and benefits of effectively 
   coaching employees to improve work unit performance
• Provide the opportunity for participants to practice coaching skills

By the conclusion of this course, participants will be able to do the following:
• Define coaching as a leadership competency and distinguish it from 
   other leadership behaviors
• Apply effective coaching skills

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Define coaching as a leadership competency and distinguish
    it from other leadership behaviors
2. What is coaching?
3. Define the benefits of coaching
4. Recognize characteristics of effective coaching
5. When to coach
6. Coaching vs. mentoring
7. Apply guidelines for giving constructive feedback
8. Effective coaching skills
9. Identify coaching opportunities

10. Powerful questions
11. Practice coaching skills
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CONFLICTS BETWEEN EMPLOYEES
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Conflict among employees is inevitable. The outcomes of conflict are not 
always predictable. Conflict can escalate and end in nonproductive results, 
or conflict can be resolved and lead to very productive outcomes. This 
course covers the ways that conflict is experienced on an individual level; 
how conflict progresses and escalates; and how conflict impacts others such 
as fellow employees in general and other members of teams/work groups. 

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Recognize situations that lead to conflict, identify root causes, 
   and take steps to defuse conflict
• Communicate with team members in a way that facilitates 
   conflict resolution
• Identify and apply the leadership skills that facilitate 
   appropriate responses to conflict

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Overview of conflict (negative vs. 
    beneficial conflict)
2. Conflict triggers and causes of conflict
3. Conflict behaviors, the conflict cycle and the 
    personal cost of conflict
4. Emotional responses to conflict, anger triggers, 
    and personal goals for reducing conflict
5. Conflict behaviors and conflict styles
6. The model of magnification
7. Standards of behavior
8. Examination and analysis of root causes
9. Conflict mediation – the process and guidelines

10. Moving conflict to resolution

Note: Role-playing exercises are conducted 
throughout the course.

Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Conflict Management
• Effective Communications
• Leadership Seminar
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
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CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Conflict among employees and work groups is inevitable. This course describes 
accepted conflict management principles, provides strategies for dealing with 
conflict, and allows for practice in office-related situations.

Upon completion of this course, participants will be able to:  
• Reduce conflict in the workplace
• Develop personal strategies for dealing with conflict
• Apply skills that model appropriate responses to conflict
• Recognize conflict-inducing situations, identify root causes, and solve conflict
   when it occurs
• Communicate with team members in a way that facilitates conflict resolution

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Helium dowel activity
2. Negative versus beneficial conflict
3. Conflict triggers/causes of conflict
4. Exercise: role-play
5. Emotional responses to conflict
6. Coping with traumatic events
7. Anger triggers
8. The cost of conflict in the workplace
9. Conflict management assessment

10. Conflict styles
11. Model of magnification
12. Exercise: ground rules
13. Stress and conflict resolution
14. Exercise: rock, paper, scissors
15. Sources of conflict: root cause analysis and debrief
16. Exercise: self reflection/assessing conflict management skills
17. Conflict mediation

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Conflicts Between Employees
• Effective Communications
• Leadership Seminar
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• When Values Differ: Diversity 
   and Team Effectiveness
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EMPLOYEE RETENTION TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This one-day course provides a strong understanding of how to 
retain the “best and the brightest” employees. Retention of high 
level employees adds to productivity, keeps hiring and retraining 
costs down, and can play an important role in company morale.

This course will prepare supervisors to:
• Understand the practical and philosophical foundation for 
   retaining employees
• Learn ways to create a culture that fosters employee loyalty 
   and satisfaction
• Develop a tangible retention plan
• Identify characteristics of the “best and brightest” employees 
   and skills for the organization; why they join, stay and leave, and 
   the benefits of retaining them
• Develop retention techniques and use tools that go beyond pay, 
   benefits and recognition programs to create a culture of 
   competency and commitment

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Overview of retention and the keys to retention
2. Why people leave an organization
3. The types of turnover and the costs involved
4. Retention tools and techniques
5. Motivation – what it is it, how can you use it
6. Multigenerational retention
7. Developing a retention plan

Class Size
• 24 participants 

Related Courses
• Are You Ready to Be 
   a Supervisor?
• Coaching for Supervisor
• Conflict Management
• Effective Leadership
• Motivating Others and 
   Team Performance
• Motivating Your Employees
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Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Coaching for Supervisors
• Employee Retention Tools 
   and Techniques
• Performance Management

MASTERING THE ART OF INTERVIEWING
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course will help participants become better interviewers that make 
sound hiring decisions by learning how behaviorally-based interviews 
are structed and practiced. Participants will also learn how unconscious 
biases, candidate selection preparation, and a well structed interview 
can make major impacts on your organization.

At the completion of this course participants should be able to:
• Understand unconscious biases, and the effect such biases have 
   on one’s ability to be objective while interviewing job applicants
• Conduct a structured, behaviorally-based interview to assess the 
   candidate’s depth of knowledge and skill level relative to the position
• Be prepared to compare candidates and make selections based 
   on facts, rather than personality and intuition or unconscious/
   implicit biases

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Educate the participants on “unconscious biases,” and their effect 
    when conducting interviews with job applicants
2. Provide participants with a thorough process for conducting legally 
    defensible, appropriate interviews
3. Allow participants to practice writing behaviorally-based interview 
    questions and develop confidence in hiring the right candidates
4. Provide supervisors skills for conducting effective 
    behavioral interviews
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Communications
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• Motivating Others and 
   Team Performance

MOTIVATING YOUR EMPLOYEES
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Motivation is a critical component of the productivity of organizations, 
groups, teams, and other working units. It is also directly related to 
the retention and productivity of individual employees. Leaders are 
responsible for motivating and inspiring employees to achieve 
individual and collective goals and objectives. This workshop is 
designed to provide leaders with the skills and knowledge to create 
environments in which people are highly motivated to perform. When 
leaders are able to properly motivate employees, the path toward 
developing effective teams becomes much clearer. This course also 
incorporates a brief discussion of tools and methods to build and 
sustain effective teams.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Apply strategies to motivate staff and build a positive 
   work environment
• Identify performance motivators and examine 
   appropriate motivational strategies
• Select appropriate motivational strategies during 
   scenario-based exercises
• Understand the role of motivating others as part of 
   the development of high-performing teams

Course Outline (1/2 and 1 Full Day Versions Available)
1. Motivation defined
2. What motivates people in their work environment?
3. Motivational theory
4. Understanding how supervisors motivate employees
5. What do workers want from their jobs?
6. Motivational strategies
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Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Team Building
• Interpersonal Communications

MYERS BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR (MBTI)
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This highly interactive course will help participants develop a deeper 
understanding of themselves and how they relate to others — both 
personally and professionally. This understanding enhances personal 
and professional relationships by increasing harmony, productivity, 
and effectiveness among diverse individuals and groups.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) instrument used in 
this course will provide valuable knowledge and skills in the 
following areas*:

• Self-understanding and development
• Career development
• Organizational development
• Team building
• Interpersonal communication
• Diversity and multicultural training
• Management and leadership training
• Coaching and counseling
• Conflict management
• Change management

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Explanation of type theory and history
2. Administration of the MBTI*
3. Verification of type (self-estimate; reported type; “best fit” type)
4. Explanation and verification of MBTI results
5. Constructive use of differences
6. Application of the MBTI: Team building and communication activities

*There will be an additional fee for including the assessment with the course.
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Are You Ready to 
  Be a Supervisor?
• Coaching for Supervisors
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course provides a strong foundation in performance management for 
evaluating staff and applying staff performance standards. During class, 
participants gain expertise through case studies that provide practice 
creating a statement of expectations and rating performance. Attendees 
will learn the do's and don'ts of performance appraisal discussions, how to 
recognize good performance, and how to give corrective feedback to staff 
members with performance problems.

This course will prepare supervisors to:
• Apply performance management best practices on an ongoing basis to 
   ensure that individual performance complies with mission and goals in 
   order to improve organizational effectiveness
• Conduct a performance appraisal for each direct report in accordance 
   with organizational standards and deadlines
• Use the performance management plan to lead each staff member to 
   perform his/her best by using timely, ongoing feedback and coaching 
   in scheduled meetings

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Performance management definition
2. Overview of the performance appraisal cycle
3. Performance management timeline and cycle examination
4. Expectations and critical elements clarification
5. Motivation and motivational drivers
6. Smart performance goals creation
7. Performance management discussions – do's and don'ts
8. Feedback coaching
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STRESS MANAGEMENT
Course Description and Learning Objectives
In this class, participants will learn strategies to reduce stress in their lives and 
become more resilient. Through a series of exercises and activities, participants 
will learn how to increase their acceptance of the impact of technology and 
other changes in the workplace and examine proactive ways to mitigate the 
stress it creates.

Participants will increase their awareness of thought habits that lead to stress. 
Self-exploration and group discussion activities will help employees learn to 
manage their state of mind in moments that demand resilience. Finally, 
participants will compile all the information they have gathered and create an 
action plan that will build self-care and balance into their lives.  

At the conclusion of this workshop, participants will be able to:
• Examine proactive ways to mitigate the stress created by the impact 
   of technology
• Increase their awareness of thought habits that lead to stress
• Learn to manage their state of mind in moments that demand resilience
• Create an action plan that builds self-care and balance into their lives

Course Outline (1/2 and 1 Full Day Versions Available)
1. Defining stress
2. The new normal
3. Resilience and resilience factors
4. Learning from adversity
5. Understanding and dealing with stress
6. Managing thought habits
7. Mindfulness
8. Action plans for mindfulness and wellness practices

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Time Management
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TEAM BUILDING
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Team leaders and members must possess a wide range of communication 
skills to accomplish their team’s goal. This course explores the importance 
of teams, team leadership, and the characteristics of effective teams. It is 
designed to provide employees with the knowledge they need to 
participate on a team and to develop skills to help maximize their 
participation. Participants will experience a range of team behaviors 
which will enable them to apply strategies to guide their workplace team 
to success. This course also provides leaders with the knowledge they 
need to lead a team and to identify and develop skills that will maximize 
their leadership. Through a variety of assessment activities and group 
participation, participants will learn insights and strategies to guide their 
team to success.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Give the definition of a team
• Understand the characteristics of highly developed teams
• Explain the stages of team development
• Understand group dynamics within a team
• Use best practices to communicate within a team

Course Outline (1/2 and 1 Full Day Versions Available)
1. What are teams – why are they formed?
2. Characteristics of highly developed teams
3. Stages of team development – forming, storming, norming, performing, re-forming
4. Group dynamics and communication
5. Team leadership – managing and motivating teams
6. Coaching – what is, why is it important, how do you do it successfully
7. Team development skills, including The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)*, effective 
    listening, understanding personalities, and interpersonal communications skills

*There will be an additional fee for including the assessment with the course.

Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Motivating Others and 
   Team Performance
• MBTI
• Interpersonal Communications
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Stress Management

TIME MANAGEMENT
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course will help participants increase their productivity, overall time 
management, and organizational skills. Participants will learn how to set 
and achieve goals, overcome procrastination, manage time more 
effectively, reduce stress, and maintain a high level of self-motivation. 

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Understand the central principle behind time management
• Understand techniques and considerations for managing 
   multiple priorities
• Identify their respective time management and prioritization 
   strengths and weaknesses
• Identify effective time management and prioritization techniques
• Evaluate the impact of communication and technology on 
   time management
• Develop an action plan to improve time management and 
   prioritization skills

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Classic time management – setting priorities and 
    applying practices to enhance skills
2. The 80/20 rule
3. Understanding the balance between effectiveness 
    and efficiency
4. Managing multiple priorities – how to focus energy 
    when dealing with multiple tasks
5. Reflection on current state versus ideal state as 
    related to time management; examining how to best 
    make impactful changes
6. Tips related to: getting organized, achieving 
    work/life balance, and finding the balance between 
    the importance of tasks and the energy that can be 
    directed to those tasks
7. Techniques for using electronic tools and resources 
    to help manage time
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SECTION C – DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE
Vantage is committed to being a thought leader in workplace diversity. Vantage understands the inherent value of a diverse 
workplace in achieving strategic goals and enhancing job satisfaction. Our course offerings in this area focus on exploring 
organizational culture; developing an appreciation for diversity in thought, values, personalities, and culture; enhancing 
self-awareness; and the importance of diversity in building high performing organizations. The benefits of incorporating workforce 
diversity in an organization’s training program include:

1. Making the workplace a more welcoming environment
2. Encouraging input from all team members
3. Improving dialogue and collaboration
4. Making the organization more attractive to clients, new employees, and prospective partners
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UNCONSCIOUS BIAS
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Unconscious bias occurs when discrimination and incorrect 
judgments result in stereotyping. These can occur automatically and 
without the person being aware of it. These types of biases are often 
so ingrained in culture and society they go unnoticed by many 
people. The most common are gender, age, and race stereotyping. 
In this course participants will learn to recognize their own personal 
bias toward others and strategies to combat those biases.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Define unconscious bias
• Identify the impact of unconscious bias in the workplace
• Increase the awareness of the concept of unconscious bias  
• Assist learners to recognize bias within themselves  
• Enable learners to recognize the impact of their personal
   bias on others  
• Ensure learners understand bias is natural, but needs 
   to be managed  
• Empower the learners to manage their own bias 

Course Outline (1/2 Day)
1. Define unconscious bias 
2. Examining our own bias
3. When are we most vulnerable to unconscious bias
4. Unconscious bias types
5. Dealing with unconscious bias

Note: Source materials courtesy of Bcole Group.

Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Respect in Action: Tactics for 
   Managing Workplace Diversity
• When Values Differ: Diversity 
   and Team Effectiveness
• Mastering the Art 
   of Interviewing
• Team Building
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DIVERSITY AND TEAM EFFECTIVENESS: WHEN VALUES DIFFER 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course will provide a framework for understanding the connection among core beliefs, values, and behaviors that may differ among 
members of a teams. It will offer distinctions among values that are conscious or aspirational, values that are unconscious or embodied, 
and values that outsiders might suspect as motivators. The course will examine the blend of cultural, environmental, and innate roots of 
the value-linked behaviors participants observe on their team. Participants will practice engaging in conversations about the values 
behind team members’ behaviors for the purpose of enabling participants to manage inclusively while aligning an organization with 
its core values.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Identify the values that participants personally aspire to 
   embody and the values that participants intend to guide 
   the organization they lead
• Explain how participants values, team’s values, and the
   organization’s values intersect
• Make distinctions among aspirational or conscious values, 
   unconscious or embodied values, and perceived value
• Notice when participants make judgments about team 
   members based on the values that they perceive to be 
   motivating them
• Distinguish between differences of values and differences 
   of skill, competence, or judgment
• Reconsider long-held beliefs about differences linked 
   to values and adopt a stance of curiosity toward the
   team’s values
• Engage in conversations with team members about 
   the values to which they aspire
• Demonstrate support for a broader range of values 
   espoused by the team members (which increases 
   their sense of inclusion)
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Communications
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• Respect in Action: Tactics for 
   Managing Workplace Diversity

Course Outline (1/2 and 1 Full Day Versions Available)
1. Team structures
2. Life cycle of a team
3. Five dysfunctions of a team
4. Values:

• What’s valuable about values?
• Brains, awareness, and values
• Value domains
• Personality type and values
• Maturity and values
• Diversity clouds our view of values

5. Teaming skills when values differ
• Values in the workplace
• Five skills participants can learn
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RESPECT IN ACTION: TACTICS FOR MANAGING WORKPLACE DIVERSITY
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course will introduce frameworks for mapping interpersonal 
differences on teams and analyzing the roles managers play in 
mediating, leveraging, and cultivating those differences. It will also 
provide some basic tools for managing diversity and will give 
managers a chance to practice by responding to scenarios drawn 
from challenging, real-life experiences. 

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Identify elements for managers that offer opportunities to act 
   in a way that encourages diversity
• Distinguish between conscious and unconscious bias
• Distinguish among four modes of decision-making and their 
   implications for teams of people with different perspectives
• Assess the impact of typical responses to workplace situations 
   involving people with different backgrounds and perspectives
• Select behaviors in appropriate situations that increase the 
   ability to include people with different perspectives of life in 
   the organization
• Identify several components of interpersonal difference that 
   impact the workplace
• Understand the roles that sincerity, courage, humility play in 
   effective cross-cultural communication, and the limitations 
   of political correctness
• Engage colleagues in experimenting with new patterns of 
   inclusive behavior
• Tap into a network of manager peers who can give support 
   on an ongoing basis as managers encounter challenges 
   involving diversity on their team

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Communications
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• When Values Differ: Diversity 
   and Team Effectiveness

Course Outline (1/2 and 1 Full Day Versions Available)
1. Two ideas, two frameworks for diversity and inclusiveness
2. Noticing differences
3. Building a team difference inventory
4. Creating a team charter
5. Shifting focus toward outcomes
6. Inclusion through the double zig zag
7. 10 inclusive behaviors and transparent intentions
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Communications
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• When Values Differ: Diversity 
   and Team Effectiveness

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course examines several visible and invisible aspects of organizational culture, values, assumptions, artifacts, behaviors, and ties. 
Participants will observe techniques and strategies that they can employ to enhance their organization’s performance. First, participants will 
define the organizational culture at their particular organization. Next, they will learn to differentiate between assumptions that support and 
erode positive, organizational culture. Finally, participants will discover the roles and responsibilities of leaders (supervisors and managers) 
and subordinates (followers) in creating and maintaining trust and open communication that supports positive, organizational culture.

At the completion of this course participants should:
• Observe, navigate, and champion efficient and effective 
   organizational culture
• Analyze, compare, and evaluate the theory that the 
   invisible aspects of organizational culture drive 
   organizational performance
• Demonstrate leadership and followership that supports 
   strong, sustainable organizational culture
• Recognize and adopt leadership and followership strategies 
   for positive, organizational cultural change

Course Outline (1/2 and 1 Full Day Versions Available)
1. Introduction to organizational culture theory and practice
2. Exploring culture and subculture at organization
3. Differentiate between assumptions that support and erode 
    organizational culture
4. Organizational culture and organizational communications
5. Discover the roles and responsibilities of leaders (supervisors 
    and managers) and followers (subordinates) in creating 
    and maintaining trust and open communications within 
    an organization
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SECTION D – CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Vantage’s career development capabilities include coaching, counseling, curriculum development, delivery of career development 
and career transition courses, development of tools and techniques to enhance career development, and administration/interpretation 
of career assessment tools. We incorporate all of these capabilities into our career development training courses. Our course 
offerings in this area help participants define a personal mission statement to guide their respective careers and teach them skills and 
methods to navigate key career development activities such as choosing a career path, preparing for and participating in interviews, 
using assessment tools to enhance self-awareness and make good choices about their career, and adapting effective 
career-management strategies.
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses 
• Guiding Your Career 
• Writing Your Resume

CAREER TRANSITION
Course Description and Learning Objectives
During the course of participants’ careers, they will most likely face situations 
in which they will examine their skills and chosen careers. Transitions can be 
imposed upon them by outside circumstances, such as restructuring, or they 
can be self-generated through a career change. Whatever the source of the 
change, a transition can provide participants with the opportunity to 
examine where they've been and where they want to be. This course will 
look at making both internal and external transitions.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to:
• Understand and discuss career transition and its potential impacts
• Develop a personal mission statement to guide the career 
   transition process
• Identify self-assessment tools and exercises that are helpful in 
   planning and executing a successful career transition
• Develop a detailed job search plan
• Practice interviewing skills
• Understand the importance of networking to successful career transition
• Prepare resumes that are appropriate for the desired job/career 
   (federal or private sector)
• Understand effective techniques for negotiating a salary

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Identify the stages of transition
2. Identify individual skills, strengths, and accomplishments
3. Create a workplace narrative to market skills
4. Delve into a variety of social media techniques and personal 
    marketing strategies
5. Become comfortable with self-promotion (networking)
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At the conclusion of this workshop, participants will 
be able to:

• Understand what a personal mission statement is and 
   how it can guide them in career decision-making
• Connect the dots among clues from their past, their 
   current strengths, weaknesses, passions, and their 
   vision of the future
• Draft a personal mission statement
• Develop an implementation plan for the coming year

Course Outline (1/2 Day)
1. Definition of a personal mission statement
2. Gathering the raw material
3. Gathering the raw material, clues from the past
4. Pairs interview
5. Favorite project or role
6. Partner notes
7. Gathering the raw material, clues from the future
8. Gathering the raw material, clues from the present
9. Drafting your personal mission statement

10. Implementing your mission

GUIDING YOUR CAREER
Course Description and Learning Objectives
In this half-day class, participants will have the opportunity to identify 
what motivates them, their priorities, and intent for their work. They 
will engage in a variety of activities designed to help identify their own 
unique purpose and the satisfaction that comes from fulfilling it. The 
workshop will help participants understand what a personal mission 
statement is and how it can guide in career decision-making; 
participants will summarize the key qualities, vision, interests, and 
experiences that comprise the theme of their personal mission 
statement. Finally, participants will develop an implementation plan 
for the coming year.

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses 
• Writing Your Resume
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STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING YOUR CAREER 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
In this workshop, participants will understand the roles played by employees, managers, and the organization in career development. 
Through a series of activities and discussion, participants will be able to use selected tools based on a five-step career planning process, 
create a draft Individual Development Plan (IDP) and learn a simple approach for effective development discussions. 

At the conclusion of this workshop, participants will be able to:
• Understand the roles played by employees, managers, and 
   the organization in career development
• Be able to apply the Career Stages model
• Understand what it means to be “career resilient”
• Be familiar with guidelines, tactics, and tools for career development
• Be able to use selected tools based on a five-step career planning process
• Make the most of development discussions

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses 
• Guiding Your Career

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Overview of career development 
2. Self-assessment 
3. Career options and goals
4. Communicating personal brand
5. IDPs and development discussions
6. Next steps and career resources
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Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Writing Your Resume
• Strategies for Managing 
   Your Career
• Guiding Your Career

WINNING INTERVIEW STRATEGIES
Course Description and Learning Objectives

The outcome of the next job interview can place people into the 
career of their choice or catapult them to a more challenging and 
rewarding position. What is the normal interview preparation process? 
Preparing for a job interview could very well be one of the most 
important moments of anyone’s career. 

Landing the perfect job can be a challenge, but with determination 
and passion anyone can begin a successful career, can easily 
overcome this challenge, and learn from the experience for the next 
interview. This course focuses on what to expect, what the interviewer 
is really looking for, and the essential factors that can place the 
interviewee in a winning position.

At the conclusion of this workshop, participants will be able to:
• Provide interview answers that present their skills and 
   accomplishments well
• Prepare questions to ask the interviewer
• Develop rapport at the interview
• Be mindful of their appearance and body language
• Take steps to prevent or manage anxiety
• Develop follow-up letters after the interview

Course Outline (1/2 Day)
1. Two guiding principles of interviews
2. Three types of interviews
3. Research the position and the players
4. Analyze your fit
5. Prepare for your interview
6. Interview follow up
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WRITING YOUR RESUME
Course Description and Learning Objectives
A resume is a marketing tool that everyone should keep up-to-date 
no matter what stage they are in their career. In this course, 
participants will learn how to analyze a vacancy announcement in 
order to write a resume that is targeted toward the position they 
are seeking.  

Participants will learn strategies for demonstrating their unique 
capabilities so that they can confidently market themselves as the 
most qualified applicant for a position. Through a series of exercises 
designed to strengthen their writing skills, participants will begin to 
craft a resume that showcases their skills and accomplishments.

At the conclusion of this workshop, participants will be able to:
• Expand their language power by writing in such a way that 
   showcases their relevant skills for the targeted position
• Describe their marketable skills and show them through 
   powerful accomplishment statements
• Demonstrate written communication skills

Course Outline (1/2 Day)
1. Resume writing tips
2. Creating your resume
3. Anatomy of a vacancy announcement
4. Marketing yourself

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Winning Interview Strategies
• Strategies for Managing 
   Your Career
• Guiding Your Career
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SECTION E – COMMUNICATIONS AND INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
Effective communications and interpersonal skills enhance individual leader’s development, improves supervisory and management 
capability, facilitates career development, and contributes significantly to team and organizational development by focusing on the 
tools and techniques needed to improve interactions between people. Vantage’s course offerings in this area help participants 
improve as leaders/managers, peers, team members, speakers, presenters, and writers. The benefits of effective communications 
and enhanced interpersonal skills include: 

1. Making things clear
2. Problem solving
3. Improving productivity
4. Improving interaction with peers
5. Facilitating the achievement of organizational goals
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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Effective communications will help participants understand 
themselves as communicators and apply this understanding to 
enhance communication skills in multiple settings.

Upon completion of this class, participants will be able to understand 
and apply the:

• Elements that influence communication effectiveness
• Nature of listening and types of listeners
• Role of nonverbal communication
• Nature of feedback and its application in the workplace
• Nature of conflict and its impact on the workplace
• Nature of teams, team leadership, and the roles of members
• Principles of building and managing teams
• Nature and impact of communication barriers
• Basic elements of problem-solving
• Role of critical thinking

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Communication foundations including: 
    sender/message interaction, motivation to 
    communicate, communication types, and self-concept
2. Receiver/message interaction, particularly as it relates 
    to effective listening
3. The communication channel including verbal/
    nonverbal channels and the impact of perception
4. Enhancing communication effectiveness as it relates 
    to feedback and conflict management
5. Work group/team building
6. Communication barriers and civility
7. Problem solving and critical thinking
8. Final exercise

Class Size 
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Interpersonal Communications
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
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INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
In this course, participants will learn communication skills that are 
vital for success as a leader/supervisor and team member. The 
course will include how to communicate more effectively with 
subordinates, team members, peers, and senior leadership. 

Upon completion of the course, participants will be able to:
• Utilize effective communication skills with others at all levels 
   of the organization
• Understand and articulate expectations to team members
• Enhance listening skills
• Build positive team communications and establish/maintain 
   an atmosphere of trust
• Learn best practices to communicate changes
• Develop the ability to effectively delegate and/or share work
• Communicate expectations and work objectives to staff

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Team communication using the CARE (Connect, 
    Ask, Reiterate/Reveal, and Empathize) model of 
    active listening
2. Listening hot buttons and listening styles
3. Empathy in communication and empathetic listening
4. Listening styles
5. Communication styles
6. Communication barriers
7. Essential conversations
8. Administer and interpret the DiSC Profile Assessment*
9. Communicating with staff and teams; communicating 
    with peers and supervisors 
    (collaboration and organizational communication)

10. Delegating work – effective delegation using 
      communication and listening styles
11. Communication breakdowns and communication 
      for results

*There will be an additional fee for including the assessment 
with the course.

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Communications 
• Leadership Seminar
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Course Description and Learning Objectives 
Rapid change is evident all around us these days, frequently attributed 
to technological and economic developments over the last decade. 
The dynamics of this unprecedented change have forced organizations 
to downsize, right size, and in general, accomplish more and more with 
fewer and fewer resources. Because of these dynamics, organizations 
spend a great deal of resources identifying employees who have the 
ability to work with and manage people effectively while producing the 
results demanded in today’s fast paced work environment. As such, 
expert organizational psychologists have analyzed the results of studies 
done at major companies and have isolated key indicators for success. 
From entry-level jobs to top executive positions, the single most 
important factor for predicting organizational success is not the 
Intelligence Quotient (IQ), advanced degrees, or technical expertise. 
It is Emotional Intelligence (EI).

At the completion of this course participants should:
• Describe the benefits of EI to the individual, team, 
   and organization
• Assess personal effectiveness in the competencies
• Employ strategies to promote self-awareness, 
   self-management, social awareness, and 
   relationship management
• Identify opportunities to apply EI at your organization

Course Outline (1 Full Day)
1. Measuring emotional intelligence
2. Self-awareness through emotional intelligence
3. Engagement with others (team building) using 
    emotional intelligence
4. Application of emotional intelligence for 
    individual contributions
5. Activities and application of emotional 
    intelligence for teams

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Effective Communications
• Effective Leadership
• Team Building
• When Values Differ: Diversity 
   and Team Effectiveness
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MEDIA TRAINING WORKSHOP
Course Description and Learning Objectives
In this two-day intensive course, participants will have hands-on opportunities to respond accurately and effectively to reporters’ 
questions. Participants will learn about and also be equipped to effectively communicate critical messages.

By the end of the class participants will:
• Understand guidance for interacting with the media
• Understand the nature of the contemporary media (print, 
   electronic, and internet/social media)
• Develop familiarity with the skills, tools, and techniques for 
   interacting with the media/reporters
• Become adept with interview skills to specific media (print, 
   electronic, and internet/social media)

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Guidance for working with the media
2. Understanding the media
3. Skills, tools, and techniques for interacting 
    with the media
4. Adapting interview skills to the specific media
5. Mock interviews
6. Final exercise – press conference

Class Size
• 12 participants

Related Courses 
• Effective Communications
• Interpersonal Communications
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Class Size
• 12 participants

Related Courses 
• Effective Communications

PRESENTATION TRAINING COURSE (BASIC) 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
This course is designed to provide employees with the understanding and skills to give effective internal and external oral presentations. 
It provides participants with a solid understanding of the science, art, fundamentals, principles, and experiential insights that contribute 
to effective presentations. Participants are provided with multiple opportunities to develop and deliver presentations in response to 
realistic scenarios.* 

By the end of the class participants will:
• Understand communication/presentation fundamentals
• Be able to articulate the three critical components of all presentations
• Have experience developing and delivering prepared speeches
• Be able to organize and deliver impromptu speeches
• Understand presentation organization and design

Course Outline (3 Full Days)

1. Setting the stage
2. Understanding and managing presentation anxiety
3. Warm up presentation
4. Communication fundamentals
5. A review of briefings, presentations, and speeches
6. Exercise: read a prepared speech
7. Presentation essentials: the presenter, the message, the look
8. Presentation strategies
9. Exercise: prepare and conduct a three minute presentation without visuals

10. Exercise: prepare and conduct a three to five minute presentation with visuals
11. Exercise: prepare and conduct a group presentation
12. Final exercise: prepare and conduct a five-to-10 minute presentation

*Note: All presentations are videotaped, reviewed during playback, and critiqued.
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Class Size 
• 12 participants

Related Courses 
• Presentation Training 
   Course (Basic)

PRESENTATION TRAINING COURSE (ADVANCED)
Course Description and Learning Objectives
The advanced presentation course is built around hands-on 
practice, professional coaching and critique, and tailored exercises 
designed to address each participant’s individual needs. As in the 
Basic Presentation course, participants are provided with multiple 
opportunities to develop and deliver presentations in response to 
realistic scenarios. Instructors record and playback each 
presentation and professionally coach participants on techniques 
for improvement.

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Review of lessons from basic presentation training
2. Advanced presentation skills

• What constitutes advanced presentation skills?
• Structural strategies (for organizing your presentation)
• Audience analysis and adaptation strategies
• Leveraging presentation science and information strategies
• Strategies for presentation aids

3. Exercise 1: prepare and conduct a group presentation
4. Exercise 2: prepare and conduct an individual presentation
5. Final exercise: prepare and conduct a five-to-10 minute presentation
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WRITING IN PLAIN LANGUAGE 
Course Description and Learning Objectives
Writing in plain language is a reader-focused communication approach which allows content to be clear, concise, and direct. This course 
allows the audience to quickly find what they need, understand what they find, and use what they find to meet their needs. Participants 
will use plain language principles, learn how to construct plain language documents, and apply plain language principles to their writing. 
Course topics include audience analysis, document structure and organization, appropriate word choice, and other strategies for 
successful writing, such as overcoming writer's block. Class exercises will provide participants with the opportunity to evaluate written 
documents to determine their adherence to plain language principles.

Upon completion of this course, participants will be able to:
• Define and explain the purpose of plain language
• Recognize how to identify the needs of the reader
• Create the structure of a document
• Demonstrate the ability to organize a document effectively
• Choose appropriate words and write concisely and clearly
• Use format design features to increase readability
• Evaluate a document for plain language
• Describe various strategies for overcoming writer’s block
• Apply strategies for successful writing
• Describe ethical situations and concerns that may be 
   encountered when writing documents on the job

Course Outline (2 Full Days)
1. Why plain language?
2. Understanding the needs of the reader
3. Document structure and organization
4. The importance of word choice
5. Using format features in word document programs
6. Evaluating document structure, organization, and readability
7. Strategies for overcoming writer’s block
8. Strategies for successful writing

Class Size
• 24 participants

Related Courses
• Guiding Your Career
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Overview of Vantage’s Leadership Development Experience 
The Vantage team believes strongly that developing a leader as a total person is key to mission success, organizational prosperity, and 
growing the best leadership team possible. To that end, our approach to leadership development is grounded in five major pillars:

• Instructor-led training (including leadership talks and other leadership forums)
• Mentoring and coaching
• Self-directed learning
• Individual development plan (IDP)
• Expert consultation and advice to clients regarding their unique leadership development needs

Vantage’s specific capabilities are based on providing varying components of leadership development to multiple clients for more 
than 20 years as well as the individual education, qualifications, certifications, and experience of our team members. 
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Examples of Leadership Development Work for Clients
Our collective experience in leadership development includes hundreds of hours of expert consulting to determine clients’ leadership 
development needs; development of more than 100 customized leadership development training courses for clients; development of 
more than 20 off-the-shelf courses on leadership and management/supervisory skills; delivery of more than 1,000 training courses on 
leadership and management/supervisory skills for tens of thousands of participants; more than 4,000 hours of coaching; and 
management of more than a dozen contracts involving various aspects of leadership development for clients. Because of our 
experience and flexibility, Vantage is able to seamlessly integrate any or all of the five pillars of leadership development into client 
programs as needed. The examples below attest to Vantage’s leadership experience.

Example 1
In November 2013, Vantage was hired to design a comprehensive Supervisor Development program for a private sector marketing 
firm with 2,000 employees and $50 million in annual revenue. Vantage’s program design was approved in December 2013 and 
Vantage instructors trained two Supervisor Development cohorts (2014 and 2015) each consisting of more than 40 supervisors. To 
enhance the developmental experience, Vantage provided leadership coaching to cohort participants on an as requested basis, 
delivering more than 50 hours of coaching to the two cohorts.

Example 2 
Since 2005, Vantage has competed for and won four consecutive contracts to manage the leadership development program for a 
mid-sized federal agency with 3,500 employees. For more than 12 consecutive years, Vantage has provided leadership 
development training courses, executive/leadership coaching, and Quarterly Executive Leadership Seminars to this agency. In 
addition to managing the daily operations and leadership courses, Vantage completed needs assessments of the previous 
curriculum and re-designed nine of 11 course offerings. Vantage worked seamlessly with the agency’s leadership development 
project team to offer training and development courses and opportunities for leaders and staff at agency and regional 
headquarters. With such extensive training comes the need for regular assessment, process re-engineering, and development and 
implementation of strategic solutions that are designed to meet client needs at the best cost possible. Vantage worked closely with 
agency staff to manage the above mentioned dynamics of change management.
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Example 3
From 2010 – 2013, Vantage provided expert leadership development services as a subcontractor to EnDyna, Inc. to perform a 
comprehensive needs assessment and develop a complete leadership and professional development program (LPDP) for a small 
federal agency. Vantage collaborated with the prime contractor (EnDyna) and the agency project team to design a complete 
cohort-based leadership development program that included five levels of training: 

• Career Excellence Program – focused on attaining the highest standards of technical competence and career enhancement 
   for technical specialties
• Aspiring Leaders Program – designed to provide a foundation for staff moving into leadership positions
• Supervisors Program – focused on providing core knowledge and skills to supervisors with less than two years of experience
• Executive Leadership Development Program – designed to offer high quality supervisors the opportunity to acquire valuable 
   leadership skills in a program without competition
• Senior Executive Service (SES) and SES Candidate Development Program – designed to provide the opportunity for Senior 
   Agency Leadership to further develop their skills

The EnDyna-Vantage team also provided a set of prerequisites, the competencies to be achieved through participation, and 
specific tasks to be accomplished in each domain of the LPDP (instructor-led training, mentorship, individual development, and 
self-directed study). 
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Examples of Vantage’s Leadership Development Products and Services 
Vantage’s specific leadership development products and services include: 

• Off-the-shelf courses on leadership and supervisor/manager development
• Customized leadership development courses
• Needs assessment reports
• Executive/leadership coaching intake forms
• Coaching reports (including basic statistics, issues, trends, and accomplishments)
• Leadership assessment reports
• Training reports (feedback from the trainer’s perspective)
• Level 1 evaluations (measuring how participants reacted to the training experience)
• Level 2 evaluations (measuring how much participants’ knowledge increased as a result of training)
• Level 3 evaluations (measuring how much participants changed their behavior based on training)
• Facilitated sessions with teams
• Project status reports
• Annual reports



MODULE III
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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Overview of Vantage’s Career Development Experience 
Vantage's career development program encompasses a range of capabilities including career counseling, career coaching, career 
skills training, and support of on-site career assistance centers to directly support organizational performance goals and address 
workforce needs. We work with client employees, supervisors, and managers to:

• Assess skills and develop competencies
• Identify opportunities for training and development
• Prepare development plans

The Vantage team is also experienced in facilitating career transition and job searches resulting from organizational change, including 
re-organization, downsizing, redeployment, relocation, retirements, and Reductions in Force (RIF). 

The ongoing success of Vantage’s career development program is based on:

• Education, training, and individual experiences of career coaches, career counselors, and specialized consultants
• More than 20 years collective corporate experience supporting multiple career development and career transition contracts
• Performing more than 10,000 hours of one-on-one career development, career transition coaching, and career counseling to 
   federal and county government organizations as well as private sector companies
• More than 1,000 career development training courses for thousands of participants
• Project management methodology

Vantage’s career development counselors and coaches are highly skilled and experienced. Vantage uses many of the same coaches 
and counselors for executive leadership and career development programs because they are equally adept in both disciplines. 
Additionally, Vantage’s counselors and coaches are very skilled trainers who teach a variety of workshops to strengthen career 
development skills. Vantage is Committed to Excellence in developing clients’ respective work forces and organizational programs 
at a high level.
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Examples of Career Development Work for Clients
Vantage has provided career development services to a number of clients over the past 20 years including the examples listed below.

Example 1
From 1995 – 2011, Vantage staffed the Career Assistance Center for a large federal agency and provided on-site career 
development services to the agency’s 15,000 plus employees. During this period, Vantage’s on-site team conducted initial 
screening and scheduled appointments for walk-ins, performed one-on-one career counseling during scheduled appointments, 
administered and interpreted career assessments, conducted career and professional development training at headquarters and 
regional locations, and built and maintained an on-site reference library. The Vantage team members supporting this contract 
collectively scheduled and performed thousands of hours of one-on-one career counseling, performed hundreds of career 
development workshops at headquarters and regional offices, and worked collaboratively with agency leadership to address a 
variety of career development needs.   

Example 2
In August 2012, Vantage was awarded a five-year contract to 
perform a variety of career development and career coaching 
tasks enterprise-wide in support of a Career Fellows program 
for a mid-sized federal agency. Vantage supported this initial 
five-year contract with a 15-person team that included a 
project manager, career coaches, a curriculum developer, 
trainers, web development specialists, and performance 
evaluation consultants. In September 2017, Vantage was 
awarded the re-competed enterprise-wide five-year contract 
with this same agency to continue to perform a 
comprehensive career development needs assessment, career 
coaching, and management of the agency’s career coaching 
program. Vantage is supporting this contract with an 
eight-person team that includes a project manager, a project 
assistant/analyst, five career coaches, and a consultant 
specializing in the design of needs assessments.
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Examples of Vantage’s Career Development Products and Services 
Vantage’s specific career development products and services include:

• One-on-one career development coaching
• One-on-one career counseling
• One-on-one career transition assistance
• Group and team coaching in support of career development programs
• Five career development training courses from our library of off-the-shelf courses: Career Transition; Guiding Your Career; 
   Strategies for Managing Your Career; Winning Interview Strategies; and Writing Your Resume
• Sixteen “lunch and learn” short courses developed for a federal client
• A comprehensive career development guide that is full of tips, techniques, how-to guides, examples, and reference material to 
   address a variety of needs
• Performing needs assessments for a variety of organizational programs and initiatives including career and professional development
• Administering and interpreting personal and professional assessments that lead to good career decision-making
• Assisting with career development skills including assessing career options, setting goals, resume preparation, assistance with job 
   applications, and interview preparation 
• Staffing/operating career assistance centers

Contact Vantage to discuss career develompent needs: projects@vantagehrs.com.



MODULE IV
ORGANIZATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 
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Overview of Vantage’s Organizational Development Experience 
Vantage develops innovative assessments, studies, recommendations, and support services to enhance organizational effectiveness. 
We approach organizational development by first listening thoroughly and thoughtfully, asking clarifying questions, and investing in 
understanding our client’s requirements. The investment piece is something that has long endeared us to our clients. Vantage team 
members read all about the organizations we support; exchange and distribute professional information among our members to 
enhance team growth; conduct planning sessions prior to engaging clients; and conduct thorough debriefings and reviews after 
engaging clients. This constant attention to detail and reflection allows us to get to the heart of client issues and work coherently 
and cohesively on solutions. Once we understand the issues, our team relies on experience, best practices, client preferences, and 
research into new approaches to recommend solutions and facilitate resolution of client issues and challenges. 

We design and conduct organizational needs assessments using surveys, questionnaires, interviews, and focus groups. We also 
employ a variety of techniques to evaluate training needs, workplace climate, resources, systems, and employee motivation in order 
to enhance organizational performance and productivity. 

Once the organization’s needs are clearly established, 
Vantage offers consultation and facilitation support that 
includes developing and/or refining organizational 
strategy, goals and objectives, as well as improving the 
work environment, productivity, and interpersonal 
relationships. The methodologies we use to achieve 
organizational goals include: 

• Group process facilitation
• Strategic planning
• Executive coaching
• Mentoring
• Succession planning
• Leadership training
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Vantage maintains a cadre of highly experienced Organizational Development consultants. All of Vantage’s consultants are qualified 
experts. Each has one or more advanced degrees, with the majority being in Organizational Development, Organizational Leadership, 
and Public or Business Administration. Additionally, Vantage’s consultants are qualified and experienced leaders who not only 
performed well as leaders, but also have a track record of successful organizational development consultation with a range of clients. 

Examples of Vantage’s Organizational Development Products and Services
Vantage’s specific organizational development products and services include:

• Consultation to determine organizational development needs
• Organizational Needs Assessment
• Consultation regarding program and process improvement
• Evaluation of projects and programs
• Team building sessions
• Organizational strategic planning
• Strategy formulation and the development of strategic plans
• Facilitation of leadership off-sites and retreats
• Consultations regarding methods and techniques for change management and organizational improvement

Contact Vantage to discuss organizational development needs: projects@vantagehrs.com.



MODULE V
COACHING
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Overview of Vantage’s Coaching Experience 
Coaching offers participants the opportunity to focus on personal and professional development in a confidential and collaborative 
one-on-one environment. Vantage coaching capabilities include executive coaching, leadership coaching, and career coaching.

Vantage’s coaching solutions are custom-designed for each client and may include an array of assessment options, face-to-face 
coaching, or coaching via phone or Skype depending on location. Because we have performed coaching for multiple clients in 
a variety of settings, Vantage has grown a base of highly effective Project Managers who understand how to manage coaching 
contracts including:

• Scheduling initial sessions between Vantage coaches and clients
• Establishing and maintaining confidentiality throughout the coaching process
• Ensuring availability of assessment instruments to support client development
• Leading professional coaching forums to document lessons learned and implement continuous improvement in coaching
• Maintaining accurate timekeeping records
• Developing clear and effective reports
• Ensuring accurate invoicing and effective tracking of contract funds
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Vantage Executive Leadership Coaches
The team of coaches at Vantage is highly qualified in terms of coaching skills, knowledge, and experience. In addition to having 
specific coach training, our coaches have individual backgrounds in: business, organizational development, education, psychology, 
and counseling. All of Vantage’s coaches are certified by organizations recognized by the International Coaching Federation or have 
experience equal to certification. Because of their formal education, certifications, training, and experience, Vantage coaches have 
highly developed coaching philosophies that focus on bringing out the best in individuals. Our coaches abide by the highest ethical 
guidelines and professional standards and customize each coaching engagement to the client and the client’s goals to ensure a 
successful outcome. 

Collectively, Vantage coaches have the capability to administer a wide variety of assessment instruments including the Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicator (MBTI), Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI), FIRO-B, DiSC, OPM Leadership 360, Strong Interest Inventory, EQ-I, 
and others. 

Available Coaching Services
• One-on-one coaching (in-person or by phone, 
   webinar, and Skype)
• Team coaching
• Delivery and interpretation of a wide variety 
   assessment tools to support leadership development
• Project management for coaching contracts

Contact Vantage to discuss coaching and leadership 
development needs: projects@vantagehrs.com.


